
Writing science is more than telling people about research results: it is telling stories about how science works. This book is extremely comprehensive and insightful. The structure of each chapter is concise and engaging and Professor Joshua Schimel changes our basic perception of the importance of communicating science.

This book deals with science-story structure and offers an outstanding framework for writing successful scientific papers and proposals. The aim of this book is to ‘show scientists and students how to present their research in a way which is clear and that will maximize reader comprehension’. The author gives in fact an exhaustive overview of the strategies and effective approaches to write successful scientific texts and reports. He also treats some of the most common weaknesses and problems that are present in scientific papers and proposals, explaining how they could be improved.

The volume has 21 chapters and 2 appendices. After a clear and concise introductory chapter, the first half of the book concentrates on the structure of the scientific story, giving emphasis to the importance of the story-telling aspect of writing. The second section of the book deals with the internal structure of the article; and how to write a clear and coherent paper. The final section targets some specific topics, such as writing for the public. Writing science is just the right title reflecting the contents of this book.

Descriptive explanations are complemented with many examples that help readers to analyse their scientific writing and to think about the importance of writing. Most of the chapters end up with some suggested practical exercises that lead the researchers throughout the book, and building up their writing skills.

Schimel’s book changes our fundamental perception of the importance of communicating science. As he states, ‘the papers that get cited the most and the proposals that get funded are those that tell the most compelling stories’. Therefore, the craft of writing is something that any enthusiastic researcher should want to pursue and eventually to reach.

Writing Science is highly recommended reading not only for graduate students and postdoctoral researchers, but also for those scientists that are not confident in their writing and who want to improve their scientific story-telling. Although this book is specially focussed on the writing of articles and proposals, the principles given comprise a solid reference for any scientific text writing (reviews, papers, theses, reports …) as well as presentations.

Based on my own personal experience in both scientific communication and funding proposals, it turns out that to achieve papers which will be well cited, they must possess novelty and present results at the frontiers of science. These must be effective and successfully reflected in the title. Therefore, to have a good guide of style becomes ‘a must’ to improve the attractiveness in scientific communication, provided that it is based upon high-quality science.
Concerning proposals for funding, this book provides some interesting hints to connect the scientific projects to referees and funding committees, which definitively represents a high percentage of funding success. Reading Writing Science should also allow postgraduate students and young scientists to improve their skills quickly, gaining from the experience of one senior scientist who has been concerned with the importance of making scientific communication aesthetic and appealing.
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